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The Goods and Service Tax (GST) Council at its 45th meeting on

17 September, recommended increasing GST on ‘specified

renewable energy devices and parts’ from 5% to 12% with effect

from 1st October’21. The news has sent shockwaves across the

solar sector in the country. The project developers are now

worried about its impact on project costs. This increase in GST is

expected to increase the capital cost by at least 4.5% 

Speaking at the inaugural ceremony of 'B-SAFE Centre for

Excellence' promoted by Bharatiya Vikas Trust in Manipal,our CEO

Mohan Hegde shared his apprehension on the tax hike. While

interacting with the media he said “This change would hamper

growth in the renewable energy sector. The government must at

least reduce the GST rate for solar panels that have a capacity of

under 100W. "Price of these solar panels must be nominal so as to

make them affordable to all sections of society," said Hegde,

appealing to Karnataka energy minister V Sunila Kumar, who was

among those in attendance. 

With this change in the background, India is on the brink of an

unprecedented power crisis. More than half of the country's 135

coal-fired power plants are running on fumes - as coal stocks run

critically low. In a country where 70% of the electricity is

generated using coal, this is a major cause for concern as it

threatens to derail India's post-pandemic economic recovery. In

recent years, India's production has lagged as the country tried to

reduce its dependence on coal to meet climate targets.

India's Power Minister RK Singh, in an interview said the situation

is "touch and go" and that the country should brace itself for the

next five to six months.

                                                 Communications Team, SELCO
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Change in GST rate from 5% to 12%

As you’re aware the Goods and Service Tax

on Renewable Energy Devices has been

increased from 5% to 12% with effect from

01st October 2021 as per the 45th GST

Council’s recommendation. Before getting

into the details let us get some clarity on

what has changed.

Is this applicable on solar water

heaters?  No. The rate change is

specifically applicable only for solar

energy based devices such as lighting

systems, inverter-based systems, livelihood

systems, DEP systems etc. The GST on solar

water heaters shall be subject to a GST

rate of 5%.

IMPACT OF GST HIKE ON SOLAR SECTOR

What is the position of spare parts? – The spare parts such as

Panels, Charge Regulators, Luminaries, Inverters & Fans which were

subject to 5% GST will now be subject to 12% GST.

Who will bear the burden? When we speak about GST, we should

understand who will be bearing the final load of the additional tax.

GST is an indirect tax meaning; the tax is not collected directly by

the government from the end user, but the taxes are collected by

the establishments that provide goods/service from the end users

which is later remitted to the government. So, the ultimate burden

is borne by the end user i.e., the customer.

Nitish Nayak, Area Manager 

Accounts
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This change will create a fresh set of challenges for the sector to address.

Compared to the earlier 5%, this is a significant increase and has impacted

both the ongoing and upcoming projects.

Would you rather stay unaware or live in the dark?

As an organization that majorly focuses on delivering last mile sustainable

energy solutions that improve quality of life and socio-economic

development of the poor, we cannot ignore the fact that this will be an

additional burden on the poor. Rural population in India is estimated to

reach 506 million in 2022 whilst the monthly household income is only

about Rs. 4,500/-. Considering an average system cost of Rs. 18,000/- the

7% increase in GST will lead to an increase in cost of Rs. 1,260/- per

system which is roughly about 8.5 days of household income. Although

97.8% of Indian population have access to electricity and though the

availability of power in rural areas has gone up from an average of 12

hours in 2015-16 to 20.50 hours in 2020, today, India battling its worst

power crisis as coal supplies dwindle. 

A large part of India has entered the festival season amid an imminent

threat of blackouts even as farmers fear power cuts would affect irrigation

at a crucial stage of the monsoon (kharif) season. India is largely

dependent on its 135 coal-fired power generation plants for electricity and

many of them are left with only a few days stock of coal, by all estimates. It

wouldn’t come as a surprise if the rural areas, the customers of SELCO are

worst hit by this crisis. The rural areas which are abode to millions of

children who’re dependent on electricity today for fulfilling their basic right

to education.
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Strong targets not backed by strong policies:

The government has announced lofty targets of installing 175 GW of

renewables by 2022 and 450 GW by 2030. But the industry has been

wading through numerous policy flip-flops.  Adding to the concerns is the

recommendation for a similar increase in GST on iron, manganese, copper,

nickel, cobalt, aluminium, lead, zinc, tin, and chromium – ores and

concentrates. An increase in GST from 5% to 12% has been proposed on

these commodities as well. 

Over the last six months, the rising price trends in commodities, including

steel, aluminium, and copper, had already increased the burden on the

solar industry. With the proposed increase in GST now, the challenges

have increased. The solar sector had just begun to recover from the

impact of the second wave of the Covid-19 pandemic.

For a country looking towards net-zero emissions and increased

dependency on renewable resources for energy generation, we are taking

three steps backward for each step taken forward. This becomes even

more pertinent since the government has deemed the renewable energy

sector a priority sector.

These are the hurdles and challenges faced by the renewable energy

sector today and its high time that the policy makers act on it for a better,

sustainable future.
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Opening new branches for mission activity & business expansion has been

a concentrated effort from SELCO for a long time. It gives the

opportunity to successfully launch new branches in potential geographies,

develop a steady customer base, and manage cash flow. Andhra Pradesh

& Telangana Expansion Plan has been a long term goal to access the

opportunities for solar energy based solutions that can show a new and

successful business model as SELCO’s operation in Karnataka. Under

SELCO’s sales branch expansion activity, Anantapur & Tirupati Branches

have been recently opened. The Branch Office is one of the more

streamlined business structures of SELCO when exploring the possibility of

expanding its activities out of the Southern State of Karnataka.

Businesses looking to expand and benefit from new markets need to

decide wisely. Due to Anantapur & Tirupati’s strategic locations, both

locations were chosen to open SELCO’s branches at Andhra Pradesh’s

early expansion plan. There are many benefits to open those two

branches as follows:

Extended Guidance, Monitoring & Control by the experienced folks

of SELCO: A bunch of SELCO’s experienced officials have been involved

to set up operational & sales facilities under SELCO’s Andhra Pradesh

Expansion Plan. 

SELCO PLANS FOR EXPANSION
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Cost Effectiveness of Locations: The locations have been chosen in

such a way so that the transportation and ease of travelling become

advantages to operate such branches. Anantapur is located just 214 km

away from Bangalore & can be reached by vehicle within 4 hours through

Bangalore – Hyderabad National Highway 44. Similarly, Tirupati is a major

travel destination in South India & well connected with Bangalore through

National Highway 75. The city of Tirupati is located at a distance of 250

km East from Bangalore & can be reached by 4.5 hours approximately.

Expanding Market Recognition for SELCO at a newer geography:

Expanding SELCO’s business in Andhra Pradesh can have great benefits

from increasing the brand’s visibility to reducing business risk. Through

opening a few branches SELCO can offer visibility and brand exposure

which can positively influence a company’s mission & goals at a new

geography. A new geography also gives opportunity to SELCO to learn

about unrecognized livelihood facilities, access to understand different

issues of health, education, agriculture, water problems and come up with

sustainable ecosystem solutions.

Why Anantapur?

Anantapur town is the headquarters of the District of Anantapur. The

largest district of Andhra Pradesh has over 4 million population and ranks

8th within Andhra Pradesh. From SELCO’s point of view, the district has

numerous opportunities to explore & given solutions through the access of

renewable energy (solar). Anantapur District is continuously a drought-

affected district for the past several decades. The economy is principally

dependent on agriculture through the cultivation of paddy & groundnut.
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Anantapur receives very less rainfall due to its location in the rain

shadow area of Indian Peninsula. Also Villages of Anantapur district

face water shortage as groundwater plunges to new depths.

Dharmavaram area in Anantapur is famous within the country for the

handmade silk sarees. It's a major hub for Silk trade with end to end

silk related industries situated in the region supports a major portion

of the population. So, this is an opportunity to explore from SELCO

to bridge the energy gap if any.

Why Tirupati? 

Tirupati is a major city in Chittoor District of Andhra Pradesh & very

famous for Hindu pilgrimage. Being located in a strategic location,

Tirupati has very good connectivity with the all neighbouring districts

of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka & Tamil Nadu. Chittoor districts ranks

6th in population having more than 4 million of population. This

district too has issues in accessing proper health, education &

reliable energy for agricultural activities. Anantapur & Chittoor –

both are neighbouring the district of Kadapa which is recognized as

one of the aspirational districts of Andhra Pradesh by NITI Aayog.

Opening SELCO Branches in strategic locations like Anantapur &

Chittoor will definitely open opportunities for SELCO with an

ultimate goal of poverty alleviation. 

RAVIKANT RAO HMP, CHIEF MANAGER
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I am Debojyoti Mallick and I

belong to Ranchi, Jharkhand. I

had completed my schooling

from G and H High School

Ranchi. Then I did my B.Tech in

Electronics and Communication

Engineering from MIT

Bhubaneswar. After that I

completed my M.Tech in

Communication System

Engineering from ITER

Bhubaneswar. Then I completed

my MBA in Energy Management

from IISWBM Kolkata.

DEBOJYOTI SHARING HIS INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE

I am working as an intern in the Design department of SELCO. I

have joined this company from 08 September 2021. Before

joining, I had a perception that in a company the people only

work, they talk only about work, but after coming here my

perception changed as I saw all the people are very friendly.

They talk to me as a friend. 

Debojyoti Mallick, Intern
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I have a very nice feeling working in the Design department with Mr.

Dipayan Sarkar, Mr. Sachin and Mr. Vasanth Kumar.I have got much

information about this company while interacting with the seniors. Till

now I had worked on two assignments. They are: Study of Centralised

and Decentralised systems which can be implemented in the

education institutes of Jharkhand. Energy Audit of Ground Floor of

SELCO Solar Light Pvt.Ltd. premises at Bengaluru.

Prior to my arrival at the company, I had realized that the work of the

company was very relevant to my MBA which included the study of

Solar Energy, Wind Energy, Energy Audit, HVAC, Cooling Tower, and

Thermodynamics etc. I have used my knowledge about Solar Energy

and Energy Audit during my two practical assignments. During my

second assignment all the people in the company have helped me

collect the information about the electrical equipment of this

building. 
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Also I got to know a lot of information about the other departments

of this company like Projects, CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility),

ERP (EnterpriseResource Planning), HR and Accounts. I have already

presented my two assignments and it was a memorable experience. I

got to know new things and suggestions regarding my presentation

which will be helpful for me in the future.

To summarize my experience, I am enjoying a lot and learning as well.

The employees of the organization are very helpful and I am eager to

learn much more and build my career on the path of success.
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Ensuring access to reliable and quality health care infrastructure to all

is critical to poverty alleviation and equitable development. As the

country continues to fight against the pandemic, the Ministry of Health

and the SELCO has taken up one of the largest programs for

upgrading public health facilities with solar energy. 

Through this initiative in the first phase sustainable solar energy

solutions and efficient medical equipment will be integrated across

1278 healthcare facilities in 10 chosen districts within states of

Karnataka, Manipur, Meghalaya, Nagaland and Odisha. The solar

energy would be used to strengthen immunization, maternal and child

care, as well as basic diagnostics and critical care. Energy efficiency

drive in these facilities will optimise the solar energy requirement and

reduce energy consumption by 50-60%. The initiative will directly

impact a population of more than 5.7 million people that depend on

the public health value chain across the 10 districts.

PROJECT WITH CRYPTO RELIEF FUND
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The Program is being funded by Crypto Relief, which was set up to

provide healthcare and essentials to those fighting for survival against

COVID-19. In the past 4 months, the fund has attracted more than USD

440mn and is working closely with partner organizations NGOs, and

hospitals in order to support the Government of India’s efforts in

responding to the pandemic.

Sandeep Nailwal, founder of Crypto Relief says, “The team at Crypto

Relief realises the potential that solar powering health centres enable

a foundation to impact health indicators on the ground in these

districts. This program will allow the Crypto Relief team to bring

together a consortium of partners in these districts to plug gaps and

holistically impact the health system through our district full-stack

approach.”

Since the past 4 years, SELCO has implemented over 1000 sustainable

energy-driven interventions for healthcare across the country. It has

partnered with NGOs on the ground and local government officials

including Panchayat Secretaries, District Commissioners and District

Health Officers, who have been critical in championing these solutions,

as well as ensuring their sustainability.
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Dinesh Shetty, from Balkur which is

a village located in Kundapura of

Udupi district, Karnataka, he was a

content man living with his wife

and 2 daughters. He was running a

grocery shop. On one fateful day,

he had a fall while he climbed to

clean an overhead water tank that

led to spinal cord injury. He

became dependent on his wife,

unable to conduct day-to-day life. 

LIVELIHOOD FOR SPECIAL ABLED DINESH

SELCO  has joined hands with Seva

Bharati to come to the rescue of

people suffering from spinal cord

injury.The company has donated

Solar Powered Cotton wicking

Machine which was installed in his

home space over a year ago which

has had positive impacts.With the

help of this cotton wick Machine

Dinesh Shetty and his wife is now

able to earn 600 to 700 per week.

This has filled their life with some hope. According to Seva Bharati, 310

people in Dakshina Kannada, Udupi and Kodagu districts are bed-

ridden due to spinal cord injuries. 
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BVT (Bharatiya Vikas Trust) provides financial support to the entrepreneurs

and facilitates credit linkages with  financial institutions and trains them

regarding the same. They have an ongoing partnership with sustain Plus.

The partnership is to leverage the investments and learnings of founding

partners by replicating these solutions at scale. Sustain Plus engages with

diverse partners and stakeholders to ensure development through access

to affordable and sustainable energy solutions.

With its focus on SDG 7 – to ensure affordable, reliable, sustainable and

modern energy for development, Sustain Plus is expected to evolve into an

open platform for collective action with a clear focus on capital

aggregation, allocation, programme management and knowledge sharing

across organisations and geographies. The partnership with Sustain Plus

has changed the entire scenario of BVT. As SELCO has achieved a lot in

the renewable energy sector, The board members of BVT welcome Dr.

Harish Hande as one of the board members and made the SELCO

Foundation as their energy partner.

PROJECT WITH BVT & SUSTAINPLUS
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SELCO in association with BVT have

planned to bring in new useful

innovations. Through solar, not only

lighting systems can work, but more than

that. We will build a model labour

theatre here which will be operated by

using solar energy. SELCO has already

trained 12 members from the North-East

region here. In the North-East region, we

have established rice mills completely

functioning on solar energy. We have

plans of creating a mini India here in

Manipal.

The partnership propagation of solar energy, particularly SPV technology to

unreached rural populace to improve the quality of life and help in

enhancing income generating capacity by supporting different innovations

in products, market, credit mechanism and linkages to rural development

communities. Integrated livelihood development and employment creation

by providing last mile access for SPV technology and renewable energy

services.Training and support to self- employment ventures in solar energy.

Encourage grassroots level NGOs, rural service companies and rural

financial institutions to create stable and sustainable channels of diffusion

of technology.   

BVT first trained entrepreneurs in different verticals such as tailoring,food

products,Embroidery etc.for already created entrepreneur financial linkage

was provided for gap financing for solar energy products in order to work

self sufficiency in a place where power supply isn’t constant BVT came up

with energy and finance.
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An awareness program was initiated by BVT all over India on gap

financing for renewable energy products. This training was given to

bankers, bank managers, field officers, higher officials and decided to

invest in renewable energy based products. Livelihood product solar

intervention through BVT. BVT tied up with Sustain plus and implemented

Milking machine, agri based dal processing, millet processing, fridge

pottery and cold storage. To develop with sustainable livelihood products

BVT segregated all over India into two regions south and North-East

region. Based on the yearly geographic requirement of those regions,

products were deployed and implemented. A target of 140 different

sustainable livelihoods was initiated in the south region in which 101 solar

interventions projects were completed in the south similarly in the North-

East 280 different livelihoods was initiated from which 55 livelihood

projects were completed.
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SELCO Foundation, in partnership with Bharatiya Vikas Trust (BVT), is

already engaged in seven regions — Bihar, Assam (North East India),

Odisha, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh and Delhi. It has conducted

6 trainings so far, with 25 bankers in each class. SELCO is already getting

positive feedback from banks.

Training only has the desired impact, however, if a comprehensive support

network for the banks is available on the ground then financing becomes

easy. In order to ensure that happens, SELCO Foundation is also working to

build partnerships with local entrepreneurs, NGOs and policy makers to

develop an ecosystem on the demand and supply side that can not only

issue, but absorb loans. This means helping banks build technical

knowledge, outreach capacity to borrowers, and financial literacy amongst

consumers and entrepreneurs, as well as guidance on how to do proper

due diligence on technology.

Moreover, this ecosystem is able to advise banks on creating saving

schemes for villagers, and convert those savings into comprehensive,

integrated loans that not only include electrification and lighting, but also

livelihood, housing and agricultural production. This allows banks to do

group lending, and reduce the transaction cost of supporting rural

electrification.

SUDHIR KULKARNI

 MASTER TRAINER, BHARATIYA VIKAS TRUST
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